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A quick reference for network engineers and administrators, who  are implementing or have implemented Cisco wireless technologies.

	
    Find 802.11 WLAN information quickly and easily with this handy  reference

    
	
    Access product information fast and make decisions easily

    
	
    Configure and troubleshoot access points in a pinch

    
	
    Secure your wireless network with helpful, easy-to-use tips

    
	
    Tune and optimize your WLAN with hints and tips in this  guide

    


Cisco 802.11 Wireless Networking Quick  Reference is a quick reference for network engineers and administrators  who work with Cisco wireless technologies. It is a valuable hands-on quick  reference for anyone planning, deploying, managing, optimizing, or  troubleshooting a wireless network, and complements the suite of wireless  networking books in the Cisco Press catalog. This easy-to-use hands-on pocket  reference helps readers readily perform on-the-job tasks on wireless networks.  Each chapter and section delivers easy-to-understand explanations and guidance  network engineers can implement right away. Part I provides description and  analysis of Cisco wireless LAN devices; Part II describes configuration  essentialsl; and Part III illustrates troubleshooting, tuning, and performance  management. This pocket reference be used by network professionals who are  considering which Cisco wireless equipment to purchase; considering implementing  a Cisco solution with other vendors' wireless gear; planning to add wireless  capabilities to the local area network; configuring access points and client  devices; managing wireless networks; analyzing and implementing security on  wireless networks; performing maintenance, troubleshooting, and tuning or  wireless networks.
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Photoshop CS3 for Nature Photographers: A Workshop in a Book (Tim Grey Guides)Sybex, 2007
In the new edition of this practical guide, master photographer Ellen Anon and digital-imaging expert Tim Grey show you how to capture the beauty of nature by shooting the best possible photos from the start—and then getting the most out of your images at your desktop. You’ll find eye-opening techniques, workflow ideas, and terrific...
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Android Application Development with MavenPackt Publishing, 2015

	Learn how to use and configure Maven to support all phases of the development of an Android application


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to effectively use Maven to create, test, and release Android applications
	
		Customize Maven using a variety of suggested plugins for the most popular Android...
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Web Services on RailsO'Reilly, 2006

This PDF will show you how your small business or enterprise can publish its APIs (application programming interface) to a developer community just like the behemoths of the Internet--Google, Yahoo!, eBay, and Amazon. 

These giants already offer their APIs to other programmers and allow for add-on...
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Continuous Delivery and DevOps: A Quickstart Guide - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2014

	Deliver quality software regularly and painlessly by adopting CD and DevOps


	About This Book

	
		Use DevOps and the Continuous Delivery approach to identify the underlying problems that can stifle the delivery of quality software and overcome them
	
		Learn how Continuous Delivery and DevOps work...
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Resistance and PersuasionLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2003
Do we need to convince you that persuasion is an important topic for the social
sciences? Probably not. You know that humans are social beings. Our communication,
psychology, social organization, political structures, market
choices—in short, everything we do—is interpersonally coordinated. Persuasion
is one of the...
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JavaScript BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
For over 25 years, I have written the books I wished had already been written to help me learn or use a new technology. Whenever possible, I like to get in at the very beginning of a new authoring or programming environment, feel the growing pains, and share with readers the solutions to my struggles. This sixth edition of JavaScript Bible...
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